Comms meeting Thursday 6th December at 7.30pm by skype

Taking part—Wendy, Penny, Barbel, Maggie, Teen for first few minutes until computer disconnected.

Apologies  John, Teen

Following on from last meeting

Work continues on improving displays at markets and other functions—however the point was made that personal interaction with the public is the most important thing for people manning stalls.

Most of the rest of the hour was spent on discussion re the programme for the next year

Possibilities

1 At least 1 film Brewery to be booked for 18th feb 2013 if possible  Barbel

We may show Growthbusters or 1 of the films on the 10 best Transitioners films sent round yesterday be Teen. Everyone asked to look at the trailers and Wendy sending round Growthbusters.

2 Gardening question time as it was very popular last year—possibly April or late January—Wendy to ask Anne if the food group would like to arrange ?

3 Transition Gathering—Maggie reported now heard from 2 groups, Alness and Gairloch

Should we ask them to the talk Teen has offered to do following the Transition conference or should we make this a much bigger event? This would possibly be mid march.

4 Should we have a bigger event in the autumn on Climate change as suggested at the admin meeting eg with Alex Hill and maybe SNP, SEPA, or maybe people eg Conon Bridge residents who experience flooding ,and having an Open Space after short talks. Penny explained how open space works.

Penny suggested a strap line of Weather changes—working together

It was felt this would need a lot of organisation  and the first thing to do was get Teens view

Next meeting Jan 7th at Maggie s  ?4pm